Twelve Favorite Flies
The common themes with the twelve flies that I always have in my box is that
they catch fish and that they simulate multiple insects with only a change in size
and maybe color. Many people will have additional flies and some may even
have a fly they would substitute but with these flies in your box in a variety of
sizes and colors you’ll be ready for the majority of fishing situations.
Here they are in alphabetical order – everyone knows which one is number one
in my book.
Brassie
In smaller sizes, the brassie is a good midge larva or pupa imitation. On a larger hook in green or tan it makes a
passable caddis larva imitation. On an extra long hook, the brassie becomes an aquatic worm. Because of its
wire body this is an excellent dropper or deep water pattern
Midges
Caddis Larva
Aquatic Worms

Midge

Caddis Larva

Comparadun / Sparkle Dun
The comparadun style of fly is primarily a mayfly imitation but it can be used to emulate low riding adults and
spinners. The sparkle dun variation with its trailing shuck covers emergers. Just match the color and size of the
insect and you’re in business.

BWO

Spinner

Sparkle Dun / Emerging Mayfly

CDC comparadun

Copper John
The copper john is a heavily weighted fly that will really help get your rig down. Fish like it both deep and as a
dropper.
Stoneflies
Mayflies

Yellow Stonefly

Mayfly

Other colors that work

Foam Caddis
Using foam to match the insect color the foam caddis not only is an effective imitation of its namesake it makes a
good stonefly imitation as well.
Caddis
Stoneflies

Caddis

Stonefly

Gold Ribbed Hare's Ear
The Gold Ribbed Hare’s Ear is the essence of ‘bugginess.’ It may represent many a tasty morsel to trout and
therefore makes an excellent searching pattern.
Mayflies
Caddis
Stoneflies

Mayfly

Caddis Pupa

Caddis Larva

Parachute Adams
The parachute Adams is a special parachute style fly. It is always gray and almost always works. If the fish are
really paying attention to color a parachute fly in the appropriate color may work better but for all around catching,
you simply must have this fly.
Mayflies
Caddis

Mayfly

Pheasant Tail
The pheasant tail is a ’go to’ fly for mayfly nymphs but it also works well as a stonefly imitation, a cased caddis
and even, in the smallest of sizes, a midge.
Mayflies
Midges
Stoneflies

RSII
The RSII when tied in different colors can represent emerging midges and mayflies and fished both deep and in
the film.
Mayflies
Midges

Midge emerger

Mayfly Emerger

Soft Hackle
Rather than a specific fly, the soft hackle is a style of fly that works well when imparting movement to the fly. This
makes it a great choice for emerging mayflies, rising caddis pupae and diving egg-layers.

Caddis Pupa

Stimulator
With the fluttering effect of its hair wing the stimulator can be used for stoneflies and grasshoppers and even
caddis in smaller sizes. Even if none of these insects are active the stimulator will bring fish to the surface. This
attractor quality and the high floating bushiness makes the “stimmie” good as the dry in a ‘Hopper-dropper’
combo.

Caddis
Stoneflies
Grass Hoppers

Thread Midge
Thread midges are kind of a ‘one trick pony’ but midges are such a big part of the trout’s diet they deserve a spot
of their own.
Midges

Midge Larva

Midge Pupa

Wooly Bugger
As with most flies, who really knows what the fish take a wooly bugger for. We think it passes for baitfish,
leeches, cranefly larvae or crayfish. All we really know is that it works both dead drifted and fished with motion.

Leech

Cranefly Larva

Crayfish

One thing to note, stocking your box with these twelve flies in all the sizes and
colors that you might need will still mean a lot of flies but it sure does simplify
your decision!

